Mexican Vacation - Word Search

Take a Mexican vacation while enjoying this word search. The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with backwards.

ACAPULCO  ALLINCLUSIVE  BEACH  CANCUN  CENOTES  COATI
CORALREEF  COZUMEL  ENCHILADAS  GUACAMOLE  HORMCHA  LUCHALIBRE
MARGARITA  MARKETS  PLAYADELCARMEN  PYRAMIDS  RESORT  SCUBADIVING
SILVER  SNORKELING  SPANISH  SPIDERMONKEY  TACOS  TAMALES
TEQUILA  TULUMRUINS  WATERFALL  XCARETPARK
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ACAPULCO COZUMEL MARGARITA SILVER TEQUILA
ALLINCLUSIVE COCORALREEF MARKETS SNORKELING TULUMRUINS
BEACH ENCHILADAS PLAYADELCARMEN SPANISH WATERFALL
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CENOTES HORCHATA RESORT TACOS
COATI LUCHALIBRE SCUBA DIVING TAMALE
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